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How to use Cellica Database to work with images stored in desktop database?
(Personal/Enterprise Edition)

Product(s)
Cellica Database (Wi-Fi and Anywhere) Personal Edition or Enterprise Edition

Symptoms
Not Applicable.

Details:
With “Cellica Database” you can transfer the images stored in a database as binary data to the device. In device side
“Cellica Database” application you can view and modify images from desktop database. Also, you can add new
images using device camera or can use existing picture stored in memory on a device. This image data is synced to
the desktop database.
Following is a list of commonly used databases and supported column datatype used for storing image data in
desktop database to work with Cellica Database.
Database
MS Access
MS SQL Server
My SQL
Oracle

Datatype
OLE Object
image, varbinary(MAX)
longblob
BLOB

Let’s see how to work with images in MS Access Database with “Cellica Database”. Application uses a similar
approach for other databases.
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Using “Cellica Database” to work with images stored in MS Access Database table
You can transfer images stored in MS Access database to SmartPhones or Tablets using “Cellica Database”.
“OLE Object” datatype is used for storing image in MS Access Table. Cellica Database support and encourages
storing image data in “Long Binary Format” instead of OLE object embedding.

Figure 1: "OLE Object” Datatype is used for storing images in MS Access

You can add/update image data in image column by “Right click” on image column for a particular record, Select
“Insert Object…” option.
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Figure 2" Add/Update image in record in MS Access

Select “Choose from File” and click on “Browse” button. You will get “File Choose Dialog”, select the desired image
and click “open”.
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Figure 3: Select an image for add/update in MS access record

Proceed with Cellica Database to create a Profile for the table once you have your table ready.
In “Add Profile” select the database, from available Tables List select the table with image. You can see the image
column in Select Columns list.
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Figure 4: Add profile with image column in Cellica Database desktop application
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You can view records with images stored in “Long Binary Format” in Cellica Database using “View Data” option
available on “Profile Manager”.

Figure 5: View record with images in Cellica Database

Cellica Database provides an easy option to export images in “Long Binary” format to file format.
Navigate to record using the navigation buttons or Go To Record or Find record option available on View Data
screen.
Click on desired image, it will be shown in enlarged format. Here, you will get an option to save the image.
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Figure 6: Export image stored in Long Binary format to file
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If you are using MS Access Forms to create user interface for your desktop application, you can use Third Party
controls like “DBPix” (http://www.ammara.com/) or “AccessImagine” (http://access.bukrek.net/) to display images
stored in Long Binary Format on MS Access Forms.
Cellica Database support and encourages storing image data in “Long Binary Format” instead of OLE object
embedding. Following are benefits for using it over later.

What are the benefits of using Long Binary Data versus OLE Embedding?

 No Overhead
Images occupy the same space in the database as the original files did on disk (give-or-take a tiny amount of
granularity, similar to the file-system). With OLE Embedding JPEG images typically occupy between 20 and
100 *times* the original file size in the database.
 Improved Performance
By avoiding the huge overhead (above), Disk I/O is dramatically reduced. If this is combined with a
background image decoding (e.g. with DBPix) then forms remain responsive, and you can scroll quickly
through records, rather than the lengthy 'form freeze' that occurs with other approaches.
 No dependencies on specific applications/configuration
OLE Embedding requires a very carefully controlled configuration to ensure that the correct applications are
installed and registered to store and display the data. This is very difficult to maintain, and applications are
easily broken if a user installs new software, upgrades Office or Windows, or tries to run the application on
another computer.
 Portable, non-proprietary storage format
Because OLE Embedding uses the private format of the associated OLE Server application, and further wraps
the data in structured-storage headers, and then in Access headers, the data is difficult or impossible to use
with other front-ends, e.g. a web front-end written in ASP, PHP etc. With Long Binary Data/Blobs, the data
can be streamed directly to a browser and used with a wide range of development tools.
 Simple Lossless Extraction
Because OLE Embedding stores the image in a private format wrapped in headers, extraction can be
difficult. In the case of 'Lossy' formats (such as JPEG), the image usually needs to be reencoded/recompressed to get a JPEG file from the field - this inevitably causes a slight reduction in image
quality/accuracy, and any image metadata (such as EXIF camera info) will usually be lost. With Blobs, the
image can be directly extracted from the field and written to disk, resulting in an identical copy of the
original file, and without requiring any specific application to interpret the data.
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